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CONTRACTUAL ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION

The United States Government has rights in this inventionpursuant to Contraot

No. W-31-109-ENG48 between the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and The

Universityof Chicago representingArgonne National Laboratory.

Background Of The Invention

The secure and timely disposal of transuranic materials (primarilyplutonium)

has been the subject of intense debate in recent years. The two primary sources of

transuranicsare disassembled nuclearweapons and spent fuel from existing power

reactors.

Large quantities of weapons-grade plutonium currentlyexist in US. and C.i.S.

weapons stockpiles which are to be dismantled in accordance with current arms

reductiontreaties. This material must be closely safeguarded to prevent its d-h@rsion

for use in nuclear weapons. The weapons-grade material can be quickly put into a

form which is not readily usable for nuclearweapons by diluting the material and

introducingradioactivity, thus rendering it difficultto handle. However, thk shoti-term

“disposal”of weapons material does not remove the long-term proliferationrisk, and -
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such denatured material requires perpetual active safeguarding. Therefore, the only

enduring solution is to activelysafeguard the denatured weapons material in the

short-termand eventually destroy the material.

Even larger quantities of transuranicsare contained in the spent fuel inventories

of existingnuclear reactors. This material does not pose an immediate proliferation

concern because it already exists in a dilute (transuranicsconstituteabout 1YO of the

total heavy metal mass) and radioactiveform. The current U.S. waste management

strategycalls for direct disposal of the LWR spent fuel in a centralized repository.

However,direct disposal of LWR spent fuel in a centralized repositoryis complicated

by the presence of the transuranics,which dominate the long-term radiotoxicityof

LWR spent fuel. Thus, from a waste management perspective it is desirable to

processthe LWR spent fuel to remove the transuranicsand process the remaining

waste material into a more stable form. Subsequent destructionof the separated

transuranicmaterial reduces its long-term radiological and proliferationhazards.

Therefore, sufficientmotivationexistsfor eventual destructionof the

transuranicsfrom both disassembled weapons and spent fuel: i.e., the reductionof

proliferationand radiotoxicityhazards. Destructionby fission is the only means

availableto permanently destroy the transuranics. Although fission creates

radioactivefission products which have a higher short-termhazard than the original

fuel material, the fission products decay much more rapidly, so the long-term hazard

is significantlyreduced. Furthermore,the energy produced by the fissionreactions

can be convertedto electrical power (the fission of 1MT of actinides yields enough

.,
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energy to produce approximately 1GWe-year of electricity),and the sale of this power

allows revenue recove~ for the dispositionactivity. \

In ail conventional fission nuclear reactor systems, the transuranicdestruction

rate is mitigated by in-situ production of Pu-239 (by U-238 neutron capture). The

available range of destruction/productioncharacteristicsin metal-fueiedcores aiiows a

fiexibietransuranicmanagement strategy. Conventionalfast reactor cores maintain or

even increasethe transuranic inventory(conversionratio of 1.0-1.3); this ailows

sustained power production from a fixed transuranicinventory. By removingfertiie

materialand/or altering the neutron baiance, the conversion ratio can be reduced.

Core designs with conversion ratios between 0.5 and 1.0 have been investigated;

furtherreductions in the conversion ratio would require transuraniccontents greater

than 30 weight percent, as previouslyinvestigatedin the integral Fast Reactor (iFR)

metal fuels testing program. The partial burner core designs, with 0.5-1.0 conversion

ratios,are referredto as conventional burner designs because they utilize

conventional IFR metaiiic fuei alioys.

Because the minimai conversionratio of conventional burners is 0.5, they can

achievetransuranicconsumption rates of roughly haif the maximum value (1/2x 1

g/MWtd). To ailow more rapid destructionof the transuranics,non-conventionalmetal

fuel aiioys are required; to achieve the maximum transuranicconsumption rate of 1.0

20 g/MW~d,a non-uranium fuel form is required. Preliminaryneutronic investigationsof

non-uraniumcore designs (caiied pure burners because they achieve the maximum

destructionrate) have been discussed in R.N. Hiii, D.C. Wade, E.K. Fujita, and H.
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Khalil,“PhysicsStudies of Higher Actinide Consumption in an LMR.” International

Conferenceon the Physics of Reactors Marseille, France, April 23-27, 1990, p.1-83;

R.N. Hill, “An Evaluation of ReactivityCoefficientsfor TransuranicBurning Fast

Reactor Designs,”Transactions of the American Nuclear Society, Vol. 85, p. 450

(1992); and GE Nuclear Energy, “PlutoniumDispositionStudy,”GEFR-00919, May

1993. However, the fuel materialdesign propertiesand behaviorwere not

investigatedin any detail.

Summary of the Invention

Pu-Zr and Pu-Zr-Hf alloys are proposed for maximum Pu destruction in a metal-

fueled advanced liquid metal reactor (ALMR). An assessmentof the expected

propertiesof Pu-28Zr indicate that the fuel alloy should have acceptable properties

and irradiationbehavior. In order to achieve the maximum destruction rate, the fuel

alloy can have no U-238 as does the Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) U-Pu-Zr alloy. Hf is

the alloying element which provides resonance capture and reduction in bumup

swing normally provided by U-238. IncorporatingHf into the fuel alloy should have

no adverse impact on thermophysicalproperties. However, sufficientZr is required in

a Pu-Zr-Hf alloy to maintain acceptable solidus temperaturesand to mitigate possible

Fuei Cladding Chemical Interactions(FCCI). A fuel element composed of a Pu-Zr-Hf

fuel alloy injectioncast into a Hf-Zr sheath and Na-bonded to HT9 cladding is one

aspect of the invention. A thermal analysisfor a Pu-28Zr-fueledsubassembly in

ExperimentalBreeder Reactor-nindicatesthat fuel temperaturesduring steady state

operation or unlikelytransientswill not exceed the approximately1090°C solidus

/’
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temperature. Zr depletion and axial growth behavior are not expected to be of

concern. ..

The invention consists of certain novel features and a combination of parts

hereinafterfully described, illustratedin the accompanying drawings, and particulady

pointed out in the appended claims, it being understood that various changes in the

details may be made without departing from the spirit, or sacrificingany of the

; advantages of the present invention.

Brief Description of the Drawings

FIGURE 1A shows a binary phase diagram for a Pu-Zr fuel alloy;

10 FIG. 1B shows a binary phase diagram for a Pu-Hf fuel alloy

FIG. 2 shows thermal conductivitiesof U-Zr alloys, Pu-IA, U-15Pu-7Zr and Pu-

28Zq
?.

FIG. 3 is a cross-sectionof proposed Pu-28Zr fuel elements;

FIG. 4 shows beginning of life (BOL) fuel centerlinetemperaturesfor proposed

fuel element in EBR-11irradiation;

FIG. 5 shows a transient responsefor the proposed fuel element to an unlikely

reactivityinsertion in EBR-II; and

FIG. 6 shows a transient responsefor the proposed fuel element to an unlikely

loss-of-flowin EBR-11.

20 Detailed Description of the Invention

Zirconium was selected to be alloyed with the Pu because of the fabrication,

reprocessing,and irradiationexperience obtained thus far with U-Pu-Zr fuel.

Zirconium is the component of the U-Pu-Zr fuel alloy that raisesthe alloy soiidus
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temperatureand provides resistanceagainst fuel cladding chemical interaction (FCCI)

and dimensional stability during irradiation(see G.L. Hofman and L.C. Waiters,

“MetailicFast Reactor Fuels”in Materiais Science and Technolocav. voi. 10A, pp. 1+..

Furthermore,the iFR pyrochemicai reprocessingscheme was developed for U-Pu-Zr

fuel and, thus, can accommodate Pu and Zr fuel constituents(see J.P. Ackerman,

“ChemicaiBasis for Pyrochemicai Reprocessingof Nuclear Fuei,”. l&EC Research,

29, (1991), pp. 141-145).

The composition of the Pu-Zr fuel ailoy was determined on the basis of desired

alloy soiidus and liquidus temperatures. The soiidus temperature of Pu-28Zr is

approximately 1090”C, which is above the peak 20 fuel temperature for an off-normai

event in a PRiSM-iike ALMR. PRISM is a proposed commercial ALMR design that

utilizesthe IFR metai fuei cycle disclosed in 1988 in Seattie, WA. (R.C. Berglund, F.E.

Tippets, L.N. Saierno, “PRISM,A Safe, Economic, and Testabie Liquid Metal Fast

Breeder Reactor Piant,” Proc. int’1Topicai Meeting on Safety of Next Generation

Power Reactors). The iiquidus temperature must be sufficientlyiow to facilitate

injectioncasting of fuei slugs; the Pu-28Zr iiquidustemperature of approximately

1325°C meets this criterion.

Eliminating U-238 ffom a fast reactor removesthe component of U-Pu-Zr fuei

that provides most of the negative doppier reactivityfeedback and neutron absorption

necessaryfor maintaining a sufficientlyiow bumup swing. Therefore, in addition to

Zr, it is desirable to alloy with an eiement which will act as a neutron poison and

compensate for these neutronic effects. Hafnium (H9 has a large resonance capture

cross-sectionand in the fuel system wiil:
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1) alloy well with Pu-Zr because it is chemicallysimilarto Zr;

2) provide negative Doppler reactivityfeedback which otherwise decreases

to neariy zero when the U-238 is removed from a metal-fueled corq

3) act as a fixed absorber requiring a higher plutonium inventoryin the

core. Because the plutonium destruction rate is fixed by the thermal

power of the core, this should lead to a smaller burnup reactivkyloss

rate.

Hf can be incorporated into the fuel alloy, perhaps replacing some of the Zr in

Pu-28Zr, and/or in a sheath that surroundsthe Pu-Zr fuel slug. Incorporating Hf in the

fuel alloy will provide a better coupling between the tif Doppler feedback and fuel

temperaturesthan would be obtained with Hf present only in the sheath. Hf and Zr

have essentiallythe same atomic radii and very similarchemical behavior. The

thermalconductivitiesof the two elements are essentiallythe same and the heat

capacitiesare nearly the same. Therefore, the two elements should have similar

effectson thermophysical properties of the fuel alloy. In addition, Hf and Zr have

similarfree energies of formation for many compounds (e.g. the tetrachlorides),so

the two elements should behave similarlyin the pyrochemical reprocessing scheme.

The addition of Hf to the Pu-Zr alloy should not significantlyalter the thermophysical

propertiesof the base alloy.

20 The Pu-Zt’and Pu-Hf phase diagrams shown in Figures 1(a) and 1(b) indicate

that the two dlOy systems contain similar phases at the Pu-richend. However, as the

compositionof Pu decreases, the =-to+ (or = ~ -to+ in the Pu-Zr system)

temperaturesand the liquidus temperatures are higher in the Pu-Hf systemthan in the
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Pu-Zr system because the corresponding temperatures are higher for Hf than for Zr.

Similarly,a Pu-28(Zr,Hf) alloy should have a higher liquidus temperatursthan Pu-28Zr,

whichwill raise the temperature required for injectioncasting. Also, note that

volubilityof Hf in Pu ( 10 at.% in the ~ and & phases) is much less than that of Zr (up

to 70 at.% in &Pu and totally miscible in &-Pu). Because of this, Hf is not able to

raisethe solidus temperature of Pu-Hf as can Zr in Pu-Zr. Thus, the soiidus

temperature in Pu-Hf is 785°C or less. Therefore, a Pu-Zr-Hffuel alloy requires

sufficientZr to maintain the alloy solidus temperature at an acceptable value.

Althoughthis invention uses Pu-28(Zr, H9 for purposes of illustration,the invention

extendsto other compositions also. Determiningthe amounts of Hf to be placed in

the fuel alloy will require considerationof the Hf/Pu atom ratio required for desirable

reactorperformance, acceptable casting conditions, phase equilibria at operating

temperatures, and alloy solidus temperatures.

To estimate the thermal conductivity,enthalpy and specific heat of Pu-28Zr,

experimentaldata for the thermal conductivityof a varietyof U-Zr alloys and for the

Pu-1 wt%o Al alloy were used. These data are shown in Figure 2. The Pu-IAI alloy is

delta phase-stabilized, as is expected for the Pu-28Zr alloy. The atomic radii of Zr

and Al are very similar, so the thermal conductivityof Pu-1Zr was assumed to be

equivalentwith increasing Zr content for the U-Zr alloy and was used to extrapolate

the thermal conductivityof Pu-1Zr to Pu-28Zr: This projected thermal conductivityfor

Pu-28Zr is shown as the lowest curve in Figure 2. Also shown in figure 2 is the

known thermal conductivityof the ternary alloy U-15Pu-7Zr. The thermal conductivity

of U-15Pu-7Zr is similar to, but greater than, the conductivityof U-20PU-1OZrtich is ~ ‘“”

,,
,“. :.’ .,,,. .
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routineiyirradiated in EBR-ii. The projected thermal conductivityof Pu-28Zr is roughiy

haif of that of U-15Pu-7Zr at 600°C. Whiie iow for a metaiiicfuei aiioy, initiai

calculationsof thermal performanceindicate this fuei thermal conductivitywouid be

acceptable.

The specific heat of Pu-28Zr is needed for evaluatingtransient behavior of the

fuei. Because no data on the thermodynamic properties of Pu-28Zr are avaiiabie, the

enthaipy of Pu-28Zr as a function of temperature was estimated to yieid an estimate

of the specific heat. The Pu-28Zr aiioy was assumed to be an ideai soiution, and the

enthaipyof the soiution was computed as the moie-fraction-weightedsum of the

eiementai moiar enthaipies of Pu and Zr obtained from the literature. Thermodynamic

data generated in this manner retainsphase transitiondiscontinuitiespresent in the

eiementai specific heats that wiii iikeiy not exist at differenttemperatures. When Wis

procedure was appiied to the estimationof the specific heat of Pu-28Zr, the

calculated specific heat was fairiy constant, varyingfrom 32.1 to 34.8 J/moi-K over

375 to I075”C. Thki specific heat is simiiarto that of the U-Zr aiioys reported in the

literature.

The density of Pu-28Zr can be estimated by multiplyingthe repotied densities

of &Pu (15.9 g/cm3) and a-Zr (6.5 g/cm3) by the respectiveatom fractions and

summing, resuiting in a value of 11.2 g/cm3. The same method resuits in a value of

10.3 g/cm3 for Pu36Zr (Pu-60 at .% Zr), which agrees with a reported measured

value. Hardness measurements for roiled Pu-36Zr are much iess (at -100 DPH) than

for homogenized U-20PU-I OZr (at -420 DPH). The softnessof the Pu-Zr aiioy was

attributedto the retained 6 (FCC) phase. Because the Pu-Zr aiioy is so much softer
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than U-Pu-Zr, it should have much less tensile strength - at least at lower

temperatures. Mechanical properties at fuel operating temperatureswiii”be more

similar.

Data concerning the irradiationperformance of Pu-Zr is scarce, but the general

fuel performanceof the Pu-Zr alloy can be inferredfrom experience with other metallic

fuel alloys. Heavily cold-rolled specimens made of Zr-5 wt.% Pu and Zr-7 wt.%Pu

were shown to have poor dimensional stability (length changes of 200-500%) under

irradiationto 1.3 at.% burnup at temperatures of 410“-530”C. However, the

microstructureof those specimens indicated they existed as a solid solution of Pu in

a -Zr thus, the specimens had a hexagonal close-packed crystalstructure. The high

amount of cold work and the anisotropicstructure (inducing preferred grain

orientation)are likely reasonsfor the dimensional instabilityof these alloys under

irradiation. An as-cast Pu-28Zr fuel slug will exist in a non-equilibrium (at room

temperature) FCC 6 phase. Upon heating to reactortemperatures, the Pu-Zr phase

diagram (Figure 1a) indicatesthat the 6 phase and the BCC ~ phase of Pu and the

BCC ~ phase of Zr) will become stablm thus the fuel will consist mainly of symmetric

(cubic) phases. Such fuel will not contain the preferred orientationpresent in heavily

cold rolled a-phase samples, so dimensional instabilityin Pu-28Zr fuel slugs is not

expected. Repotted swelling measurements of Zr40 at .% Pu made after irradiation

to 0.83 at .% bumup indicate that Pu-Zr irradiated in the delta phase is relatively

stable.

Reported examination of irradiated U-Pu-Zr has revealed radial regions that are

depleted and enriched in Zr as compared to the as-cast composition. If Zr depletw’ ‘: ‘‘
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fuel materialcontacts cladding material, then enhanced interdiffusionof fuel and

cladding constituentsmay result. In addition, fuel regions enriched in Ru may

experience locally high power density and, thus, locally high temperatures; a

reductionin Zr would also lower the solidus temperature in that region of the fuel,

reducingthe margin to onset of fuel melting. According to the model presently used

to explain this behavior, differencesin Zr solubiiity (along the temperature gradient) in

; the matrixphase of multi-phase zones provide the driving force for Zr migration into

the y phase region in the center of the fuel pin, see D.L. Potier, C.E. Lahm, and R.G.

Pahi, “FuelConstituent Redistributionduring the Early Stages of U-Pu-Zr Irradiation;

10 Met. Trans. A. 21A, (1990), pp. 1871-1876. The phase diagram in Figure 1a shows

that Pu-28Zr will have no such multi-phase zones (except for, perhaps, a very small

regionof ~ + 6), so the current model would predict no Pu or Zr migration.

20

The Pu-Hf phase diagram (Figure 1b) also indicates that, in accordance with

the currentmodel as discussed above, Pu-Hf alloys are vulnerable to Hf migration

wtich could lead to Pu-enriched regions of the fuel. The 6 and ~ phases of Pu-Hf

form the matrixfor Hf compositions less than about 50 at.%, and these phases have

increasingsolubiiityof Hf with temperature. Thus, a Hf concentration (i.e. activity)

gradient is established across the radius of the fuel element after it attainsoperating

temperatures. It is believed that Hf would diffusedown the concentrationgradie~

dissolvinga-Hf in the higher temperature portion of the matrix phase and precipitating

a-Hf in the lower temperature portion. This would deplete the high temperature

region of the fuel slug (the center) of Hf and enrichthe low temperature region.

Should it be found that Hf does migrate radially, but Zr does not, then the retainedZ
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in the Hfdepleted regions will maintain a sufficientlyhigh solidustemperature.

The design of the proposed fuel element was guided by three important

criteria. First, the dimensions of the fuel element should resemble those of the

referenceALMR U-Pu-Zr fuel as much as possible. Second, the Pu content of the

proposed fuel element should be similarto that of the reference. Third, fabrication

techniquesfor the Pu-buming fuel elements should be very similarto those for the

; referenceelements. Meeting these criteriawill facilitateconversionof an ALMR from a

conventionalfuel design to that of a pure burner or vice versa.

10

20

As discussed, Pu-Zr-Hf must contain enough dissolved Zr to maintain a high

solidustemperature. Thus, Hf cannot displace a large amount of Zr from the base

Pu-28Zr alloy, nor can it displace much Pu if the fuel is to maintain power densities

similarto those of U-Pu-Zr fuels. To incorporateadditional Hf into the fuel element, a

Hf-Zr sheath around the fuel alloy is proposed, see Fig. 3. The Pu-Zr (or Pu-Zr-Hf)

fuel alloy 10 is injection cast into Hf-Zr molds 15 that will remain intactwith the fuel

slug 10. The sheathed-fuel will eliminate disposable quartz mold waste and should

reduce axial fuel sweiling to values less than would be obtained with unsheathedfuel,

reducingthat component of the burnup reactivityswing during a reactorcycle. The

molds 15 are separated from the ciadding 20 by an alkali metal 25, such as Na. By

way of example, the fuei slug 10 may have an inner core O.D. of 0.127 inches or an

outer core 0.0. of 0.139”. The sheath/mold may have an O.D. of 0.216“ and inner

core I.D. of 0.127” and outer core 1.0. of 0.139”. The fuel slug 10 may be Pu- 28Zr%

or Pu-28(Zr,Hf) or other alloys of Pu, Zr and Hf. Generally Hf should be present in an

amount not greater than 10% by weight of the combined amount of Pu, Zr, Hf in the

.
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fuel and sheath combined. Alternatively,the fuel slug 10 can be Pu, Zr and the

sheath 15 can be Hf-Zr, where Hf may be 74 wt%o and Zr 26 wt%. The actual sheath

inner diameter (or fuel slug outer diameter) and Hf contents of the fuel and sheath will

be determined from neutronicscalculationsknown to those of ordina~ skill in this art

that determine the Hf/Pu atom ratio necessaryfor desirable reactor performance. The

sheath outer diameter and cladding 20 inner diameter shown were selected to retain

; the same radial plenum as conventional IFR fuel elements (which typically have a 75%

smeared fuel density); this amount of radial clearance between fuel and cladding can

sufficientlyaccommodate fuel swelling in U-Zr and U-Pu-Zr alloys.

10 HT9, the reference cladding for the IFR concept, is the recommended cladding

materialof stainless steel. HT9 has excellentswelling resistanceand has exhibited

good performance characteristicswith U-Pu-Zr fuels. Moreover, a large performance

database applicable to fast-reactorenvironmentsalready exists.

The fuel can be fabricated using techniques that are currentlyused in the

productionof EBR-11fuel with remotely operated equipment similar to that which has

been built for the fuel cycle demonstrationin the IFR program. The fuel alloy could

be melted in a vacuum inductionfurnace and injectioncast into tubes of the Hf-Zr

alloy sealed at one end. The sheathed fuel slug 10, 15 will then be sheared to length

and sealed in the HT9 cladding 20 along with sodium 25 used to provide a thermal

20 bond between fuel and cladding. Experience has shown that casting into Zr molds

requiresmelt temperatures less than 1500°C, so the fuel alloy Iiquidus temperatures

must be at least 150°C below that point (i.e. about 500°C below the melting or solidus

temperature of the sheath material) to allow for superheating of the melt. The Hf-Zr
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phase diagram indicates that the liquidus temperature of Hf-26Zr is approximately

200°C higher than the melting temperature of Zr, so additional margin is attained by

including t-if in the sheath material. The Pu-28Zr liquidus temperature of

approximately 1325*C is sufficientlylow to preclude problems with casting into Hf-Zr

molds. The fuel alloy Hf content that can be successfullycast into a Hf-Zr mold will

depend on the solidus temperature of the mold material and thus on the Hf content in
4
? the Hf-Zr alloy.

Based on the estimated thermal propertiesof the Pu-28Zr fuel alloy, a thermal

analysiswas performed for a fuel element design similarto that shown in Figure 3.

10 The dimensions are similar to those expected in an ALMR, except that the fuel is the

standard EBR-11length of 34.3 cm (13.5 in). The fuel element is from a 37-pin

experimentalsubassembly to be irradiated in row 4 of EBR-11designed for a total

coolantflow rate of 355 litersmin (94 gal/rein) of sodium. The fuel element is

expected to operate with a beginning-of-life(BOL) average and peak pin powerof312

W/cm and 355 W/cm, respectively (9.5 and 10.8 kW/ft).

As shown in Table 1, under the anticipated nominal conditions of pin power

and subassembly flow rate, the peak fuel centerlinetemperature is expected to reach

about 726”C, while the peak cladding temperature reaches about 477”C. Based on

currentexperience with U-Pu-Zr fuel elements clad in HT9, neithertemperature

20 condition is considered aggressive. Figure 4 shows how the fuel centerline

temperaturevaries aiong the length of the element under the anticipated nominal

conditionsas well as &20% deviationsfrom the nominal power-to-flowratio (P/F).
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Table 1. Peak Temperatures from the Steady-State Analysis.

.

Peak Temperature f’C)

P/F - 20% PIP P/F’ + 20%

Coolant 439 455 472

Clad O.D. 461 479

Clad I.D. 455 477 498
;

Sheath 0.0. 461 507

10 Sheat I.D. 516 551 587

Fuel Center 665 726 785

Experiments in EBR-11require thermal analyses of the experiment responseto

both anticipated and unlikelyoff-normal reactor events. These include both reactivity

inseftionand loss-of-flowevents, and the power and flow variationswith time for these

events have been documented for EBR-11.The transient behavior of the Pu-28Zr fuel

element during unlikely reactivityinsertionand unlikely loss-of-flowevents in EBR-11

was calculated beginning from the nominal steady-statecondition and is shown in

Figures5 and 6, respectively. The calculations indicate that the fuel temperatures

20 remain well below the solid us temperature of Pu-28Zr, so these off-normal events

pose no safety concerns for this fuel design.

The temperature calculationsshown are based on estimated thermal

properties;thus, the uncertaintyassociated with these temperatures are unknown, bti

must be regarded as high. Furthermore,these calculationsare for BOL conditions.

During irradiationthe fuel will develop porosity and undergo restructuringleading to a

,..-
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degradation of the fuel thermal conductivityand an increase in fuel temperatures.

However,the thermai safety margin for this fuel design should be simiiarto that of U-

20Pu-1OZrfuel currently irradiated in EBR-IL Thus, no thermal operational concerns

are expected for this fuel design.

Two important aspects of fuel element performancethat must be observed with

this alloy are fueldadding chemical interaction (FCCI) and axial fuel elongation due to

swelling. lnterdiffusionof fuel and cladding constituentsin U-Pu-Zr fuel elements clad

in HT9 can result in the formation of compositions in the fuel that have lower melting

temperaturesthan the fuel alloy itselfand in the formation of interactionzones that

penetrateinto the cladding and are considered wastage. Such interactioncan

ultimatelylead to premature cladding failure. However, the relativelyhigh

compositionof Zr (50 at.%) should be sufficientto prevent formation of low-meiting-

temperaturecompositions of Pu and Fe (which form a eutectic near 10 at.% Pu at

41O“C)and should mitigate the penetration of fuel constituentsinto the cladding.

Because the Pu-Hf phase diagram indicates that Hf is much less soluble in the

6 and ~ phases of Pu is Zr, a Pu-28(Zr, H9 fuel alloy could have two-phase regions

stable at reactor operating temperatures. If the alloy had too littleZr, then the matrix

phase in some regions of the fuel would consist of 6 or c Pu with little Hf or Zr in

solution. These high-Pu phases could then interactwith the cladding if fuel-cladding

contactoccurred. So, a sufficientZr content in Pu-Zr-Hf such as >10 wt% will be

necessaryto limit potential FCCI.
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M/Me there has been disclosed what is considered to be the preferred

embodiment of the present invention, it is understood that various changes in the

details may be made without departing from the spirit, or sacrificingany of the

advantages of the present invention.
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Abstract Of The Invention

A uranium-freefuei for a fast nuclear reactor comprisingan aiioy of Pu, Zr and

Hf, wherein Hf is present in an amount less than about 10% by weight of the alioy.

The fuel may be in the form of a Pu alloy surrounded by a Zr-Hf alloy or an alloy of

Pu-Zr-Hfor a combination of both.

I
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